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Dynamic Corn Supply Functions: 
A Model with Explicit Optimization 
Abebayehu Tegene, Wallace E. Huffman, and John A. Miranowski 
A model of optimal dynamtc agncultural supply ts denved and fitted assummg fanner;, have 
two annual stochastlc crop productlon actlvtttcs, a JOint hmitatlon on production capacity, 
interdependencies between past acreage utthzatiOn and current producttvtty, and ratlonal 
expectations. A five-equation specification ts fitted to annual data, 1948-80 Estimated 
parameters are consistent wtth the theory, and the model stmulates well The long-run pnce 
elastlctty of com acreage ts 0.2, which is stmilar to those obtamed from ad hoc dynamic 
models, but our short-run elasticities are different 
Key words com, dynamic, econometric. optlmtzatlon, ratlonal expectations, supply functlons. 
Both static and dynamic models have been used to 
estimate aggregate supply elasticities for annual 
crops. The early studies relied on static single-
equation models in a few variables, assumed static 
price expectations (e.g., Kohls and Paarlberg), and 
produced very small estimates of own-price supply 
elasticities (e.g., 0.07 for com). Nerlove (1956, 
1958a) and Nerlove and Addison showed that ag-
ricultural supply models incorporating adaptive price 
expectations and (or) dynamic resource adjustment 
produced larger estimates of supply elasticities for 
com and other agricultural commodities. Addi-
tionally, they showed that supply elasticities ob-
tained from static models need not be bounded by 
the short-run and long-run supply elasticities of 
dynamic models. These simple, single-equation, 
Nerlovian-type models have been adapted to a wide 
range of agricultural supply problems (e.g., Askari 
and Cummings; Nerlove 1979). 
Recently, duality theory has been applied to static 
flexible functional forms to obtain agricultural sup-
ply and input demand functions. These multiple-
equation systems include a larger set of output and 
input prices than the Nerlovian-type supply func-
tions. Furthermore, considerable structure is im-
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posed on these equations by forcing homogeneity 
in prices and cross-equation symmetry conditions. 
These systems, however, have produced only a few 
reasonable estimates of supply elasticities for in-
dividual crops. Although results by Shumway and 
by Weaver are exceptions, negative own-price elas-
ticities have sometimes occurred under multiple 
outputs rather than a single composite output. 
In this article, a dynamic model of agricultural 
supply is derived and fitted assuming farms have 
two annual stochastic crops, a joint limitation on 
production capacity (farmland), and interdepen-
dencies between past acreage utilization and cur-
rent productivity. Furthermore, farmers are assumed 
to form rational expectations about output prices 
and other future events and to explicitly optimize 
their acreage allocation. 
Analytical solutions are difficult to obtain for 
explicit optimization models with dynamic sto-
chastic production and rational expectations (Eck-
stein 1985, Taylor, Hansen and Sargent). Although 
we severely restrict the annual choices made by 
farmers and the form of the production functions 
to obtain an optimal analytical solution, land al-
locations are shown to be a function of variables 
similar to ad hoc Nerlovian-type models of dy-
namic agricultural supply. In our model, the dy-
namic com acreage equation is, however, only one 
of a set of five equations; its performance is en-
hanced by the additional information in the other 
equations and the cross-equation restrictions sug-
gested by the theory. The econometric model is 
fitted to Iowa data for 1948-80. The estimated 
parameters are consistent with the theory, and the 
estimated model simulates well. 
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A dynamic equilibrium model of farmers' ra-
tional dectsions on annual crops is presented in the 
next section followed by a discussion of the econ-
ometric model including the data and results. The 
final section summarizes the conclusions. 
A Model of Crop Decisions 
Two annual crops, i.e., com and other crops, and 
leontief (fixed-proportions) technology are consid-
ered for combining land and nonland inputs in each 
activity. Com production is made dynamic by al-
lowing past land utilization to affect current pro-
ductivity. For example, producing com following 
com on the same unit of land depletes soil organic 
matter and increases com-plant pest control prob-
lems, so that expected com yield per unit of land 
declines. When com follows soybeans or other leg-
uminous plants, com yield per unit of land is higher 
than with continuous com because legumes fix ni-
trogen and improve soil drainage. Thus, production 
decisions on the two crops are joint because of (a) 
the common capacity constraint-available land-
and (b) effects of past capacity utilization on cur-
rent crop yields for at least one crop. 
The decisions confronting each farmer at a point 
in time can be represented as a plan for capacity 
utilization-allocating the available land among al-
ternative crops. The capacity constraint is 
(I) A, = A 1, + A2,, t = 0, 1, ... , x, 
where A, is acres of available farmland in period 
t, A It is acres planted to com in period t, and A 2, 
is acres planted to other crops in period t. A two-
period production cycle is assumed for each 
crop so that acres planted to a given crop m pe-
riod t are harvested and the output sold in period 
t + 1. Because of fixed-proportions production 
technology between land and nonland inputs for 
each activity, the output of each activity can be 
related to land utilized by the activity. These "pro-
duction functions'' are quadratic for com and linear 
for other crops in land utilized in t, and both are 
stochastic: 
(2) x,, + d, - -[do - 2 A,, + d2 (A, 
- Alt _ 1) + e 1,] Alt, 
(3) x2t + I = [d3 + e2,] A2t• 
where X1, + 1 is output of com in period t + I, 
X 2, + 1 is output of other crops in period t + 1, 
Amer. J. Agr. Econ. 
and elt and e2, are zero mean random disturbance 
terms.' 
The term d2(A, - A 1, _ 1) incorporates the dy-
namic aspect of land utilization. It implies that the 
average yield per unit of land planted to com in 
period t increases (decreases) when other crops were 
harvested from this land in period t - I. If raising 
com on the same land in successive periods reduces 
average com yield per acre, d2 is positive. In fact, 
all of the production parameters, d, i = 0, ... , 
3 are expected to have positive signs. Average crop 
yields are random, reflecting the effects of weather 
and crop diseases. For these circumstances, the 
random component is proportional to total acreage 
allocated to that activity. 
These farm firms have receipts from sales at 
harvest and expenditures for nonland inputs at 
planting time. Total quasi-rent to available land at 
tin terms of the price of crop 1 (com) is 
p2t + I 
TI, + I = X It+ I + --- Xz, + I P,, + I 
c',, c'zr 
-=--=--A It - A2t• 
13P It + I 13P It + I 
where 13 is the one-period discount factor (111 + r), 
P 11 + 1 is the nominal price received for output 
X11 + 1, i = I, 2, and c' 1 and c' 2 are nonland 
nominal costs of producing crop I (corn) and crop 
2 (other crops), respectively. Given the constraints 
of equations (1)-(3), the farmer's decision is to 
choose the A11 + 1 s to maximize at t = 0 the expected 
present value of quasi-rents to available land: 
"' Q.l + p2t+ I X (4) E f:-o p fXtr+I Pit+ I 2t+l 
c' 1, c'2, 
- --A 1,- p:--p A2,J, 
13Pit+l 1-' It+! 
where E denotes the expectation operator condi-
tional on information at timet = 0. By substituting 
equations (1)-(3) into equatiOn (4) and rearrang-
ing, the farmer's decision is to maximize 
(5) 
J 
1 Because other crop~ are aggregated together, the production Junction 
for X 2 IS linear m land use rather than quadratic More general technology 
mcludmg vanable proportions between land and nonland mputs IS de-
mabie, but It complicates the expliCit solutiOn for optimal resource 
allocation (Eckstem 1984, 1985) Other studieS that use simi1ar tech-
nology mclude Eckstem ( 1984), Wohlgenant, and Sargent 
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+ d2A,A!t - d2A1t-1A 1, + Pt+ 1A, 
- P,+ 1A, - c2,A,} 
by choosing A 10 , A 11 , A 12 , •.. , where c11 = c',/ 
~Pit + 1 is the nonland costs of crop i relative to 
the price of crop 1 , and 
is the gross real opportunity cost of land allocated 
to crop I in t. The net real opportunity cost is 
P, + 1 - c21 . Farmers who feed their crop output 
to livestock are assumed to value it at market grices. 
The initial condition for A 1 is A 1. _ 1 = A 1• The 
infinitely long planning horizon is consistent with 
intergenerational transfers of farm businesses. A 
shorter planning horizon will affect primarily the 
terminal value condition for an optimum. 
In equation (5), the farmers are assumed to treat 
e It• CJt, c21 , P, + 1, and A, for all t ~ 0 as exogenous 
to their decisions. 2 The values of these variables 
are unknown at the time when the contingent land 
allocation decisions are to be made. However, 
farmers presumably form expectations about these 
variables. A wide range of information might be 
considered. We assume that their information set 
at t, n,, contains all past values of these variables 
and values of W, which contains other useful ex-
ogenous variables for predicting the values of these 
exogenous variables: 
(6) D, = {A it-~> A,,_2, ... A21- ~> 
A2t-2• ... A,,A,_ ~> ... 
Pluplt-1 · · · P2Hp2t-l · · · W,, 
W,_l ... CJt-1• CJt-Z, 
· .. , C21-h c2t-2• · · · elt-h 
Czr-" · · .}. 
Farmers are assumed to know the prooesses gen-
erating the exogenous variables, but their decisions 
do not affect them. Under these conditions, "cer-
tainty equivalence" (Hansen and Sargent) can be 
applied to equation (5) to obtain an optimal land 
allocation plan. 
The first-order necessary conditions for maxi-
mizing the nonstochastic version of equation (5) 
are the Euler equations. These equations constitute 
a system of T-equations derived by differentiating 
equation (5) with respect to A 11 , t = 0, 1, ... , 
T - 1, and the associated terminal value (trans-
versality) condition: 
2 Takmg Ar as exogenous to individual farmers IS a ~trong assumptton 
The model. however, will be fitted to aggregate data, and takmg available 
cropland as fixed m the aggregate IS plausible 
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(7) ~'[do - c1, + c2, + e1, - d1A1, + dzA, 
- d2A1, - 1 - P, + d - ~~ + 1dzA1, + 1 
= 0, t = 0, ... , T - 1, 
(8) lim ~T[d0 - CIT + C2T + CIT - d1A1T 
T~~ 
+ d2AT - d2A 1T-I - PT+d = 0. 
The Euler equations give a system of second-order 
difference equations in A 1,: 
(9) dl ~A,, + 1 + d
2 
A 11 + A It - 1 
di 1(do - CJt + Cz1 + CJr 
+ d2A, - P, + 1), 
t = 0, ... , T - I. 
The necessary conditions for an optimal solution 
to equation (5) are satisfied if equation (9) is solved 
subject to the terminal and initial value conditions. 
The solution for the system of difference equa-
tions (9) is 
d, 
where X.] 1 - (- + ~X. 1 ) and - 1 < X. 1 < 0. d2 
By applying the certainty equivalence principle to 
equation (10), the solution for equation (5) is 
x., ~ l (11) A 1, = X. 1A 1,_ 1 --.:... (X.,~)[do dz z~O 
- £(c1,+,) + E(czt+,) + E(e,,+,) 
+ d2 E(At+,) - E(P,+,+,)]. 
Equation ( 11) is a contingent plan for land alloca-
tion in all t ~ 0. It is a linear function of A 1,_ 1 
and the conditional expectations E(c 1, + ,), £(c2, + ,), 
E(e 11 + ,), E(A, + ,), and E(P, + 1 + ,). These con-
ditional expectations are nonlinear functions of the 
information set D,. Thus, the land allocation plan 
is a nonlinear function of the farmers' information 
set. 
The Econometric Model 
An econometric model of land allocation requires 
additional structure on the land allocation plan. 
Farmers are assumed to have rational expectations 
and to make predictions on unknown variables con-
ditional on their information set. These predictions 
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are represented as conditional mathematical ex-
pectations of the exogenous variables (Muth). 3 
Moreover we apply relatively simple approxi-
mations to modeling the exogenous variables. These 
approximations are autoregressive and/or moving-
average (ARIMA) processes that provide adequate 
representations of similarly complicated relation-
ships (e.g., Wallis, Lucas and Sargent, Hoffman 
and Schmidt). Data for c1, and c21 were not avail-
able for the study period, so they become part of 
the error term e 1, in the acreage equation. The 
estimation procedure, which considers cross-equa-
tion correlation of disturbances in the model, min-
imizes the effect of this missing information on 
parameter estimates. 
After some experimentation with alternative 
ARIMA processes, the best performance occurred 
with the following specifications. The random dis-
turbance term in average corn yield is represented 
by a first-order autoregressive process 
(12) elt = pel, - 1 + U~, I P I < 1. 
The total acreage planted to all crops is represented 
by a second-order autoregressive process, 
(13) A, = 'Y1Ar - 1 + 'Y2Ar- 2 + U~, I 'Y2 I 
< I' 'YI + 'Y2 < I' 'Y2 - 'YI < 1. 
Another alternative is to treat A, as fixed for all t. 
Although livestock pnces, futures market prices for 
corn and soybeans, and the government Joan rate 
for soybeans were initially mcluded in the set of 
exogenous variables, the following specification was 
chosen for P,: 
(14) P, = cx 1P, _ 1 + cxzG, - 1 + cx3G, _ 2 
+ u~, I a 1 I < 1 , 
where G, is the government loan rate for corn rel-
ative to the market price of com. 4 Furthermore, G, 
is represented by a first-order autoregressive pro-
cess 
(15) c, = <J>G, _ 1 + u;, I <!> I < 1. 
The lag lengths for (12)-(15) were determined 
by application of an F-test. Although the govern-
ment program specification is simplistic, it goes 
3 We employ Muth's definition of ratiOnal expectatiOn> Furthermore. 
all farmers need not have Identical expectatiOns Muth argues that agent's 
expectatiOns should be distnbuted around the true value of the forecasted 
vanable Then the average over mdividual agent's forecast~~ the expected 
value of the true vanable 
4 Vector W, was restncted to those vanables that could reasonably be 
expected to help predict P, In these tnals, G, was found to Granger· 
cause P 1 For futures pnces (observed at planmng time for harvest dates) 
the causality ran from current and past pnces to futures pnces Thu~. 
lagged actual pnces and the government pnce support tor com were 
employed to predict P, rather than futures market pnces 
Amer. J. A~:r Econ 
beyond a deterministic treatment. Furthermore, the 
deterministic part of price (14) is similar to the 
expected price equation used by Houck and Ryan 
in their analysis of com supply. 
Given equations (12)-(15) for the exogenous 
variables, deletion of cit and c2, and Hansen and 
Sargent's prediction method, the optimal decision 
rule for A 1, can be written as a function of variables 
that farmers might know at t: 
(16) Air = AJAir - 1 + ITlAr 
+ ITzA, - 1 + IT3P, 
+ Il4G, + IlsG, - 1 + I16el, 1. 
where 
(17) ,\-I - dl dl + ~' I - dz ~.\ 1 , - > 1 dz 
III 
.\I 
(1- 'Y1.\I~- 'Y2(.\I~)2)' 
rr2 t.. T~'Y2 (l--yl,\l~--y2(,\1~)2 )' 
rr3 
.\I O..J 
dz (I- o..I.\1~), 
rr4 
.\I (cxz + .\I~o..3) 
d2 (1-o..I'Yl~)(l-<j>,\1~)' 
ITs 
.\I O..J 
dz (1-o..l,\1~)' 
rr6 = .\I 
p 
d2 (1-,\I~P) 
Equation set ( 17) contains the restrictions on the 
parameters of the com acreage equation that are 
implied by the dynamic optimization and farmers' 
expectations. The ITs are nonlinear functions of the 
parameters of the production function and sto-
chastic processes for the exogenous variables and 
the discount factor. Equation (16) is nonstochastic 
because it contains only variables in farmers' in-
formation sets. However, since e 11 _ 1 is unob-
servable, it is the source of randomness in the com 
acreage equation. 
The econometnc model consists of a five-equa-
tion system: 
(18a) Air = (,\l + p)Air-1 - pA.IAI,-2 
+ IT1At + (Ilz - pil,)At-1 
pilzAr-2 
+ I1~1 - pfi3Pr-l + I14G, 
+ (ITs - pi14)G1-1 
- pil5G1_2 + IT6U~- ~o 
Copynght © 2001 Ail R1ghts Reserved 
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(18b) P, o.,P,_, + o.2G1-I + o.3G1-2 
+ u~. 
(18c) G, <!>Gt-1 + u;, 
(18d) A, 'YIAt-1 + 'Y2A1-2 + u~. 
(18e) Y,, pYit-1 d, 2A11 
d, 
+ (p 2 - d2)A,,_, + + pd2A11-2 
+ +d2A1 - pd2A1-1 + U~, 
where the ll/ s, i = I, ... , 6, are defined in (17) 
and restrictions on the stochastic processes are given 
in (12)-(15). Equation (18a) is obtained by apply-
ing a Koyck transformation to ( 17). Equation ( 18e) 
is derived from (2) after converting to an average 
product, Y11 = X11 + 1/A 1,, and applying a Koyck 
transformation. 
The variables that enter the land allocation equa-
tion (18a) are similar to those in a reduced-form 
equation of a Nerlovian-type dynamic supply model. 
Eckstein ( 1985) discusses the observational equiv-
alence of such models, but the coefficients of these 
variables have a different interpretation. Further-
more, our model implies that the coefficient of G, 
in the acreage equation, n4, will change when gov-
ernmental policy changes; that is, when the coef-
ficient <!> in equation (15) changes. 
Two tests are suggested for the dynamic sto-
chastic model of land allocation. First, without the 
restrictions contained in (17), ( 18a-l8e) is a gen-
eral dynamic structure that includes a broad range 
of models. It is labeled the "general" model. With 
the restrictions imposed by ( 17), the model can be 
tested against (18) using a likelihood ratio test sta-
tistic for a system of equations. 5 The "general" 
version has fifteen free parameters, 
eu = {dbd2,p,X.J,O.J,0.2,o.3,"fi>'Y2· 
<f>,n, ,n2,n3,n4,ns}, 
and the "restricted" version has nine free param-
eters, 
eR = {X.~>dbp,o.~>o.2,o.3,"fl·'Y2·<1>}. 
Failure to reject the null hypothesis that the restric-
tions hold would imply that the specification of 
production decisions and farmers' expectations is 
a good approximation to observed behavior. 6 Sec-
'Th1s IS one standard test (see Hoffman and Schmidt). An alternative 
''general model'· IS the unrestncted vector autoregressive representation 
(S1ms) 
6 The hypothests IS tested with the atd of the likehhood ratto test 
stat1st1c. Under the null hypothesis T(ln I lR I - In llu I }-X~. where 
T is the number of observations per equatton, I l, I , 1 = U, R, is the 
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ond, a historical simulation of the fitted model is 
evaluated to determine how well the model pre-
dictions track the actual data. 
The Data 
Although a model of individual farmer's decisions 
on crop acreage has been derived, the model will 
be fitted to aggregate data for farmers in Iowa for 
1948-80. A major aggregation concern, except for 
land, is that variables that are exogenous to indi-
vidual farmers may be endogenous to all farmers. 7 
Exogeneity tests confirmed the hypothesis that the 
causality ran from Iowa output prices to Iowa com 
acreage rather than Iowa com acreage causing Iowa 
output prices. 
Empirical definitions of the variables are as fol-
lows: Alt is Iowa com acreage planted, thousands 
of acres, in year t; A1 is total acreage planted to all 
crops in Iowa, thousands of acres, in year t; P1 is 
P21Y21 _ 1/P 11, the gross shadow price of land planted 
to com in year t; P 2, is annual average cash price 
for soybeans received by Iowa farmers in year t; 
Y21 is Iowa average soybean yield (bu./ac.) in year 
t; P 1, is annual average cash price for com received 
by Iowa farmers in year t; Y1, is Iowa average com 
yield (bu./ac.) in year t; and G, is the U.S. price 
support loan rate for com divided by the average 
cash price of com received by Iowa farmers in year 
t. The definitions of P, and Y21 use the price and 
yield of soybeans to represent the price and yield 
for all other crops. This ignores oats and hay, but 
soybeans are the dominant other crop. The loan 
rate G1 applies to the output of com acreage planted 
in t that is harvested in t + I . 
The mean and trend were removed from all the 
variables. In the com acreage equation, a l-0 dummy 
variable controls for the presence or absence of a 
government land retirement program. The discount 
factor, 13, is set at 0.96. 
The Econometric Results 
The performance of the five-equation econometric 
model of dynamic agricultural supply, ( 18), is sur-
prisingly good. Iterative, three-stage least-squares 
determinant of the esttmate of the vanance·covanance matnx of the 
general or unrestricted model ( U) and the restncted model under the null 
hypothests (R), respecttvely, and q ts the number of equahty restnctwns 
1mposed on the general model by the null hypothests. 
7 Eckstem ( 1985) also shows how farm-level declSlons m a stmtlar 
model can be aggregated mto a ''macromodel'' that has s1milar properttes 
when the demand curve for aggregate output has a negative slope 
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estimates of the model, obtained from fitting (18) 
to the Iowa data 1948-80, are reported in table 1. 8 
Column ( 1) contains the parameter estimates for 
the "general" version and column (2) contains pa-
rameter estimates for the "restricted" version with 
the equality restrictions suggested by (17). The 
general version has fifteen free parameters but only 
nine are in the restricted version. The test of the 
null hypothesis that the restrictions hold gives a 
sample value of the chi-square statistic of 6.49. 
The critical value of the chi-square under the null 
hypothesis with six degrees of freedom at the 5% 
significance level is 12.59. Thus, the restrictions 
suggested by the model of explicit optimization 
w1th dynamic stochastic production and rational 
expectations of farmers is not rejected by the ag-
gregate data on Iowa com acreage. 
The estimated parameters of the restricted model 
also have a priori expected signs and satisfy all the 
regularity conditions (i.e., inequality restrictions) 
suggested by the theory. In particular, the aggre-
gate com production function exhibits a diminish-
ing marginal product in current com acreage, i.e., 
d1 equals .0226 [ = -d2 (A./ 1 + A. 1(3)], and the 
expected state average com yield increases when 
cropland is not planted to com in successive years, 
i.e., d2 equals . 0011. The maximum likelihood 
estimate of the aggregate com acreage equation 
(16) is 
-.0479 A It - I + .04458 A, 
+ .001365 A, - I -.143678 P, 
-3287.60 G, + 3594.13 G, . 
+ 20.41 e 1, _ I· 
This equation exhibits negative autocorrelation be-
cause of dynamic production. 
Historical simulation of the model is performed 
and the supply elasticities are computed. The sim-
ulation uses the estimate of the five-equation sys-
tem ( 18) with restrictions imposed (see table 2) and 
data for 1950-80. The simulation performance of 
each equation is evaluated by using Theil's (pp. 
26-35) inequality coefficient (0 ~ U ~ 1 ). It is a 
function of the root-mean-square simulation error 
and can be decomposed into three relative com-
ponents, Ub + uv + U' = I . The bias proportion 
'G1ven that the restnctwns (17) are (approximately) correct. full In· 
formation esttmatton methods are more effictent than ltmtted mformatton 
methods However. when one or more restncttons are mcorrect. the full 
mfonnatton e">timatwn method ~preads the effects of the mtsspectfication 
through the coefficients of the system and causes the estimator to be 
mconststent for al1 coefficients If spectticatton errors occur m one equa-
tJOn, hmtted mformatiOn estimation may confine the mconsiMency of 
the e!-ltlmator to thts equation 
Amer 1. Agr. Econ. 
Table 1. Iterative Nonlinear Three-Stage Least 
Squares Estimates of the Parameters of the 
Model: Iowa Aggregate Data, 1948-80 
Estimates Estimates 
Parameter (Unrestncted) (Restncted) 
A, .033 - 0479 
(.0262) (.0377) 
p .152 .479 
( 162) (.108) 
a, - 084 0033 
( 0126) ( 0091) 
a2 86 87 73.27 
(16.25) (14.96) 
a3 -90.68 -82 55 
(14.76) (14 42) 
'YI 1.59 I 59 
( 124) (.128) 
'Y2 -.656 -.666 
(.127) (.131) 
d2 - 0011 .0011 
(.0009) (.00093) 
<!> 727 564 
( 125) ( 108) 
d, 014 
(.0053) 
n, 456 
( 378) 
n2 -.172 
(.347) 
n, -9 49 
(8.04) 
Il4 2,852 10 
(1,411 65) 
lls -765 72 
(889 33) 
Note. Standard errors are given m parentheses. The determinant 
of the var-covanance matnx of the restricted model IS 8 3228E 
+ II. and the determinant of the var-covanance matnx of the 
unrestncted model JS 6. 7033E + II. 
(Ub) measures the relative deviation of the means 
of the simulated and actual series, the variance 
proportion ( Uv) measures the relative deviation of 
the variance of the simulated and actual series, and 
the covariance proportion (U') is the residual rel-
ative error. Small Ub and uv and a large U' indicate 
a good simulation. 
All equations simulate well in that Ub + U'" is 
relatively small and U' is relatively large, except 
for average com yield equation (see table 3). How-
ever, the model does not capture very well the 
variance proportion of the decomposition in the 
average yield equation. The poor simulation is not 
surprising because much of this variance is attrib-
utable to annual weather and pest problems, e.g., 
the 1970 com leaf blight. The covariance propor-
tion (U') in the com acreage equation is .96, which 
is an exceptionally strong simulation performance. 
Supply elasticities for the dynamic model are 
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Table 2. Maximum Likelihood Estimates for the Five-Equation Econometric Model of Dynamic 
Corn Production: Iowa Aggregate Data 1948-80 
A 1,= .4311A,,_, + .0229A,,_2 + .04458A,- .0200A,_, 
+ .00065 A,_ 2 - .1437 P, - .0688 P,_, - 3287.60 G, + 2019.37 G,_, 
+ 1721.59 G,_ 2 + 20.41 U~- 1 
P, = .0033 P, I + 73.27 G,_ I -82.55 Gr-2 + u~ 
G, = .564 G,_, + U'; 
A, = 1.59 A,. I - .666 Ar-2 + u~ 
Y1,= .479Ylr-J- 0113A 1, + .0043A,,_, + .00053Alr_ 2 
+ .ooJI A, - .oooos3 A,_, + u~ 
Note: The coefficients m th1s table are derived from the coefficients of table I, usmg the mvanance property of maximum likelihood 
estimators and the equivalence of Iterative three-stage least squares estimator and the full mformation max1mum hkelihood 
eshmator. 
derived as in Eckstein (1985). Equation (11) is the 
source of long- and short-run elasticity concepts in Ep(j) 
this model. The long-run elasticity of expected out-
> .. {even} . put (acreage) for an expected change in an exog-
enous variable V is 
_ aE(A 1) E(V) 
Ev = aE(V) . E(A,)' 
The short-run elasticity of current expected output 
for an expected change in V1 + 1 is 
aE1(AJt) E(V) Ev = --. 
aEr(V, + ) E(A 1) 
The long-run elasticity of expected output 
(acreage) with respect to an expected change in P,, 
evaluated at the sample mean of P, and A1,, is 
- A, p 
Ep = -::-. 
d2(1 - A1)(1 - Ad~) A1 
In this sample Ep = - .22, (PIA, = .00542). This 
elasticity is negative because com price is in the 
denominator of P,. This long-run price elasticity is 
comparable to a Nerlovian-type, long-run elastic-
ity. It compares favorably with the price elasticities 
for com acreage reported in Houck and Ryan, and 
Lee and Heimberger. 
The short-run price elasticity of current output 
(acreage) is 
Table 3. Evaluation of Dynamic Simulations: 
Decomposition of Theil's Inequality Coefficient, 
1950-80 
Variable ub U' uc 
A,, 01 .03 96 
Y,, 02 .40 58 
P, .01 .03 96 
A, .19 .04 78 
G, 20 .00 .80 
<::: as 1 Is odd , 1 = I, 2, .... 
In this sample Ep(l) = - .236, Ep(2) = .0109, 
Ep(3) = - .00049. The short-run price elasticities 
alternate in sign because of the dynamic crop 
technology. If at planting time the expected har-
vest price of com increases relative to other crops 
(P, + J), other things equal, farmers will plant fewer 
acres of other crops. If the increase in expected 
com price is two periods ahead, farmers will plant 
larger acreage to other crops in t so that the average 
yield of com (other crops) planted in t + 1 will 
be larger in year t + 2. A price change expected 
three or more periods in the future has minimal 
impact on current acreage decisions. These re-
spmse elasticities show that the short-run, one-
period-ahead price elasticity of aggregate com 
acreage is larger than the long-run price elasticity 
of aggregate acreage. 
In this model, a change in the expected loan rate 
for com (G) affects expected acreage decisions 
strictly through its effect on the expected price of 
com (PJt). The long-run elasticity of expected out-
put (acreage) with respect to a change in the ex-
pected corn loan rate, evaluated at the sample means 
of G, and A 1,, is 
aE(A 1) aE(P) (; Ec = -------
aE(P) aE( G) A, 
A1 (cx2 + cx3) C 
----'-----
dz(l - A1)(1 Ad~) (1 - cx1) A,· 
For this sample f.c = .033, (G!A 1 = .0000903). 
This long-run elasticity is positive but small in size. 
Yet, such policy (program) changes can conceiv-
ably be quite large. For example, the 1985 Food 
Security Act led to a reduction of the 1986 com 
loan rate ($1. 92/bu.) by 26% from the 1985 level 
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($2.55/bu.) and provided for further reductions in 
succeeding years. The long-run impact in Iowa, as 
well as in the United States, could be a significant 
acreage reduction. However, a higher loan rate 
(relative to com market price) could induce more 
farmers to participate in the com program and re-
duce their com acreage to satisfy set-aside reqmre-
ments. Additionally, the acreage retirement dummy 
may capture some of the acreage reduction im-
pacts. 
The short-run elasticity of expected acreage with 
respect to a change in the expected loan rate is 
A1 (; 
Ec(j) = O.zdz (A.d3) J. AI 
:>, 0 . . tdd } . 1 2 
< as J IS even , J = , , . . 
For this sample, EG(l) = .0132 and Ea(2) 
- .00061. The short-run elasticities alternate in sign 
because of their relationship to the short-run ex-
pected price elasticities. If the increase in the ex-
pected loan rate is one period in the future [and 
the decrease in the expected price of com is two 
periods in the future, see ( 18)], farmers will plant 
larger com acreage in t (harvest more com acreage 
in t + 1). An expected change in the loan rate at 
greater than two periods in the future has minimal 
effects. From a policy perspective, the short-run 
elasticity implies that a one-time lowering (raising) 
of the loan rate in period twill decrease (increase) 
com acreage in t + 1 but increase (decrease) com 
acreage in t + 2. Although small, this oscillation 
may generate an unanticipated short-run policy re-
sponse. Lowering com loan rates in each succeed-
ing period will tend to offset the oscillating response, 
but the short-run response in period t + 1 will be 
tempered. 
Conclusions 
This study has presented a dynamic model of sto-
chastic crop production in which farmers have ra-
tional, rather than adaptive or naive, expectations. 
Although dynamics are important in modeling ag-
ricultural supply, the mechanisms for introducing 
dynamics have been ad hoc (Nerlove 1979, Eck-
stein 1984), and an explicit statement of farmers' 
objectives is generally not presented (Ner!ove 1979). 
In this study, soil nutrient depletion and erosion 
and pest control problems were the sources of dy-
namics for optimal crop acreage decisions. Farmers 
were assumed to be rational in output price expec-
tations formation and to make cropping decisions 
Amer. J. Agr Econ. 
based upon an objective of maximum expected dis-
counted future quasi-rents to available land. When 
the model was fitted to annual aggregate data 
1948-80, the estimated parameters were consistent 
with the theory, and the model simulated well. The 
empirical estimate of the long-run, own-price elas-
ticity of com acreage was 0.2, which is similar to 
estimates obtained by fitting ad hoc dynamic models, 
e.g., Nerlove (1958b), Houck and Ryan, and Lee 
and Heimberger. Our model, however, does pro-
vide different estimates of the short-run elasticity 
of supply. In the ad hoc models, the short-run, 
own-price elasticities are always positive, but our 
short-run price elasticities are sometimes negative. 
They alternate in sign as the distance into the future 
for which the price change occurs increases. Thus, 
our model generates com acreage cycles that are 
rational and optimal responses to short-run changes 
in expected com prices. 
Although our model specification of govern-
mental farm policy is relatively crude, separate 
structural parameters for farmers' objective func-
tions and governmental policy were Identified in 
the acreage (and supply) equation(s). Thus, this 
framework has the potential for improving fore-
casts because the reduced-form coefficients in the 
acreage equation can be purged of structural change 
in the governmental policy rule. This means that 
the market price elasticity of supply and the loan 
rate elasticity of supply can be identified separately 
and estimated. Future research should attempt to 
extend the model to multiple input technologies 
and to enrich the specification of governmental 
policy. 
[Received May 1984; final revision received 
May 1987.] 
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